ABSTRACT. Let G be an infinite compact group with dual object Z.
group 6= {Eg (o); f > 0, cr e 2Î of L AG) multipliers.
If 3" is strongly Let G be an infinite compact group with dual object 2. We denote by S(2) the set PBoe^Ha), where /7CT is the representation space of the representation U(a) [l, 28.24] . Suppose that ?I and S are subsets of S(2). An element E of (F(I) is said to be an (U, ^-multiplier it FA £ B for all A £ ?l [ 1, 35.1] . If E is an (21, ?I)-multiplier, we shall call E, simply, an 21-multiplier.
Throughout this paper, G denotes an infinite, compact group with dual object 2. Haar measure on G is denoted by A, and it will be assumed that A is normalized so that X(G) = 1. For 1 < p < oo LAG) denotes the usual Lebesgue space formed with respect to A. The set of Fourier transforms / of / £ LAG) will be denoted by L (G)~. It is shown in [l, 28.34 ] that L (G) is a subset of (^(S). To simplify our notation, we shall write (2) such that (T(£)f) = E¿ f for every / e LAG). To complete the proof of the first assertion of the theorem, we only need to show that for each fixed ct 6 2, the set ÍE¿r 
Proof. For each f>0, we define T(£) on Lp(G) by (T(Ç)f)~= E g f, f £ LAG). Then, by [ 1, 35.2], T(¿j) is a bounded linear operator on LAG).
That the operators T(<f ) have the semigroup property follows directly from the definition. We show that T(ç) commutes with right translations. First, we note that if / £ LAG), then, for each x £ G, (1)) E^M/tol/^ = Eg(o)fx(o) (again by (1)). 
by [1, p. 80 , (2) 
